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Manufacturers and Factory

6mm dark green reflective glass is also called 6mm dark green coated glass. It is a kind of glass that
applying the coating on the 6mm dark green float glass surface. It has the appropriate transmittance
for visible light and could blocks the ultraviolet and infrared light. It meets the energy requirements more
efficiently, so it is a kind of energy saving glass.

Reflective glass type:
1. Online reflective glass is also called Hard coating reflective glass.The coating process is proceeded when
the float glass in producing and the glass still hot in the furnace.

2. Offline reflective glass is also called Soft coating reflective glass. The coating process is proceeded after
the float glass finish the production and the float glass could’t be placed for a long time. Compared with
Online reflective glass, the Offline reflective glass is easy to oxidized, so always deep processed as inner
layer of  laminated glass, insulated glass etc.

6mm dark green reflective glass specifications:

1. Glass type: reflective glass 
2. Color: Bronze, Euro Grey, Dark Grey, F-Green, Dark Green, Ford Blue,Dark Blue, clear, golden, pink, etc.
3. Thickness: 4mm 5mm 5.5mm 6mm 8mm
4. Standard Size: 2140*3300mm, 2140*1650mm, etc
5. Glass packing: Exportation plywood crates
6. Delivery time: 3-7 days after deposit
7. Application: windows, balcony, facade, curtain wall, etc.

Features:

1. Solar control feature:  The reflective glass could efficiently blocks the solar radiant energy come into the
room, so it can reduce the air conditioning consumption, is a kind of energy saving glass, commonly used
in modern buildings.

2. Decorative effect: The colored Reflective glass enrich the colors of buildings and reflect differerent
appearance with the sunlight.

3. Deep process: SGG excellent quality Reflective glass is suitable for Tempered, laminated, insulated
process, with best quality and good price.

Picture of 6mm dark green reflective glass:

http://www.sggglassmanufacturer.com/products/China-6mm-dark-green-float-glass-supplier-green-tinted-float-glass-6mm-6mm-dark-green-glass-sheet.html#.WUeULEV94dU




Production line:



Packing& Shipping:






